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Abstract: The de-coherence phenomena such as Low-SNR radar signal, shadows and layover caused by topog-
raphy, etc. , causing phase data discontinuity, makes the result of unwrapping phase inaccuracy or even com-
pletely wrong. Based on the analysis of influencing factors to weight choice , this thesis develops a new method 
to choose the weights based on the measure of the confidence in the frequency domain. Experiments show that 
it could overcome the defect of sub-estimate to the slope of least squares method very well, which has a better 
rationale , stability and performance. 
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1 Introduction 
The phase data of interferometry measurements of Syn-
thetic Aperture Radar ( lnSAR) are restricted in a 211' 
modulus, in order to calculate the DEM, an integer 
multiple phase period needs to be added , which is 
called phase unwrapping( PU) [1]. Now the phase un-
wrapping algorithms include the path-following, mini-
mum-norm and the optimal estimation methods[ 2J. The 
least-squares phase unwrapping methods belong to the 
minimum-norm, its essence is to minimize the differ-
ences between the discrete partial derivatives of the 
wrapped phase function and those of the unwrapped so-
lution function. So its solution is equivalent to that of 
Poisson' s equation [3J on a rectangular grid with Neu-
mann boundary conditions. 
Although the LS method is robustness and fast, but 
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it always occurs the trend of sharpening the peak and 
filling valley at the bottom, and slowing down the trend 
of steep slopes, some of phase could not unwrap com-
pletely, for the smooth effect of the LS algorithm. To 
isolate the phase inconsistencies, the weight is often 
used to limit the propagation of errors, to avoid the 
effects of low coherence areas on the global unwrapping 
the results. The WLS solution model yields to the fol-
lowing equation : 
M-2 N-1 
min(]) = L L w;/<f>,,1J- <f>,J- .a;)' + 
i=O j=O 
M-1 N-2 
r r ... ;J < "''J•1 - "''J - .ar)' < 1) 
i=O j=O 
where M and N are the interferogram phase matrix col-
umns and rows respectively, cpiJ is the unwrapped 
phase of points ( i ,j) . The gradients weights w;J and 
w[J are the weight values related to the phase gradi-
ents. The phase gradients in x andy directions are .:1:J 
and .<1L separately. 
2 Weight determination factors 
Without considering the phase values obtained by 
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the topographic and noise factors, the wrapped 
phase data was going to meet I tp1~ 1 ,1 - tp1J I E; 1r 
and I fliJ+l - 9';) Ei '~~'· But in actual statistics, 
the wrapped phase of partial deri...ative difference 
formula is as follows: 
.:1~J = (fil+lJ +{l+lJ> - (fi,J +{,) 
( i =0 ,1, ... M- 2; j =0 ,1, ••• ,N -1) 
(2) 
where (;j ia the Daise emn caused by all kinda of de-c:o-
henmce. And in the Bleep termin areas, the estimation 
enOIB 1'14 ( r ) of the actual phase gnulieo111 IJ.tp ( i j) 
would ca1111e 2Mr residuals when the actual phase pdi-
ents emeed :1: 11', which would cause high phase padi-
ents withollt OYerl.apping, so it has a slope deviation in 
the estimation of .:19' ( i ,j) [ "1 • In the flat topography 
mnes, the interl'enmce fiinges is relatively IIJliiDMI , the 
result of the unwrapped phase ia fine, but in the steep 
topography, the intelference fringes is dense, aDd is 
eay to produce unwrappiDg enoml'1• fi8ure 1 shows 
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the eD'OI'8 of PU affected by steep temain. 
fi8ure 1 is the iDteaferopm1 from a mountain ZODe, 
A, B aDd C am t1uee de-conelation regioDS because of 
the aliaeing aDd ahadow, at the aame time, these re-
gioDS are all striped edge of the fuszy Jllld. The I.S alp 
ritbm could 1101 get a better comiCt unwrapped phase, 
figure 1 (c) is inverted top aDd bottom due to the ai.U. 
iDS phenomeDa. fi8ure 1 (d) is the oazrect unwrapped 
resuh. Thezafore, iD order to avoid enom tnmamittillg 
in the neighborhood, the topographic factors should be 
considered when choosing the weights. 
So we can get the following conclusion: Daise caused 
by the de-coherence factor and topographic gradient sub 
sampling is DOt ouly the somce of the residual enor of 
IDSAR image, but also an important factor m weight 
choice. 
3 Choice of weights 
Far the apectrum offset has 2'11' times :relaticmship with 
local phase frequency, linear phase model could calcu-
late from local phue frequency in azimuth and l'lll1ge di-
rection, at laat we can con~~ider the topography through 
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the local phase frequency values. Local phase frequen-
cy f has the relationship with local topographic slope 
[6] 
a : 
cB" 
f= ARtan(IJ -a) (3) 
where the speed of radar is c, B" is the projection of 
baseline in perpendicular line of sight ( LOS ) direc-
tion, which is the effective baseline. The wave length 
is A and the slant range is R, IJ is the angle of inci-
dence. From the equation (3), we know in the case of 
constant radar signal incidence angle, the terrain slope 
was direcdy related to the local frequency ( LF) and 
the steep slope means the gradient frequency change. 
According to the above analysis, how to determine 
the weight is influenced by two factors : the frequency 
related to the terrain factors and the linear model error 
factors of frequency estimate. So we could obtain the 
weight in the fringes frequency domain. The frequency 
measure[7J of confidence combines the two aspects but 
it is complicated and time consuming. In this paper, 
calculating the frequency errors U, through the frequen-
cy values of normalized windows in x- the row and y-
the column directions, estimating the errors of linear 
model U d through the local phase frequency fitting er-
rors , reconstructs the measure of confidence in fre-
quency domain ( MCF) equation of C;J: 
where, 
u, = 
u, = 
2(1- U,)(1- U,) 
(1-U,)+(1-U,) 
w 
I I </>;J - </>;J I 
ij 1 
21rW2 
I i. I U1• +I i, I uJ, 
.(I ,j (f. + ~~ ) 
(4) 
(5) 
where the size of adaptive window is W, the </>;J and 
'f';J are original phase and linear fitting phase of the 
window respectively. Suppose the U1• and U1, are the 
normalize errors in row and colunm directions , where , 
U1, =1-lexp(i21Tf,) 12 , U1, =1-lexp(i2m,) 12 • In 
equation ( 5 ) , it divides .(I to make the result value of 
uf in the range of [ 0 ' 1 ]. 
The MFC formula combines U1 and U d to decrease 
the influence of the frequency estimate and the errors of 
linear phase model. In contrast with the path-following 
algorithm , the MFC weighted LS algorithm does not 
need to connect the residuals[']. Then it was proved by 
the following experiment that the accuracy of the result 
increases with the precision of the detection of inconsis-
tent areas. 
The experiment chooses a pbase image of 512 X 512 
pixels to simulate , the central part is a circular inter-
ference area of 128 X 128 pixels affected by the coher-
ence value of 0. 6 noises. The link of the left half of 
horizontal stripes and the right half of vertical stripes 
and the around of circular interference zone simulate 
the phase mutation. 
From the figure 2 , we can get the conclusion , 
though the WLS algorithm has a better result ( elimi-
nates the center parts of noise) , it could not unwrap 
correcdy. The MFC weighted WLS algorithm could re-
duce the influence of the phase mutation. From the 
difference of root-mean-square error ( RMSE) shows 
in table 1 , we know that three rewrapping results of 
the average absolute error with the original wrapped 
phase values, its result is better than the least-squares 
unwrapping method and the minimum gradient weigh-
ted unwrapping method. 
In order to take into account the impact of noise on 
the weights, and to improve the estimation rates of frin-
ges frequency more correcdy and effectively, we should 
divide the interferograrn into different quality areas , 
different regions set different weight values depending 
on the degree of confidence in the interferogram: 
( 1) Division of the different quality zones. The rela-
tionship of Coherence coefficient ( COH) and the topo-
graphic factors['] shows that if larger the COH 1' value 
(after multi-looking processing) the smaller the proba-
bility of residuals. If the COH value is small for low-
. th £ h"gh al" . [10] mass regmn , on e contrary or 1 -qu 1ty reg~on . 
In the non-edge regions or at the edge of the region and 
its neighborhood part, where the phase values chang 
rapidly. Identified as the same quality region, which 
could judge the difference between the correlation 
coefficients whichare less than a threshold value in the 
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approximau: region ( it is 0. 068 in thia paper) . The 
weight would not be changed within the regioll8 the 
with aame quality. 
( 2) Detemmae the edge of the interl'e:rence friDges. 
Which could learn from the filtering algorilhm[u,l2]: 
T = min(AcfJ) + k( max(AcfJ) - min(Ac~J) ) (6) 
In equation ( 6) , T ia the acaliq function of smoot-
hinr;, it detemliues the ~ of keepinr; the edge 
during the smoothing proce~~s. k ia the control coeffi-
cient, max(.dq,) and min(.dq,) are the maximum and 
the minimum gradient values in the whole image, re-
spectively. H the phase gradient ia grMter than 2T, 
then it ia conaiderd lhal the point ia on the edge. 
4 Experiment results 
To verify the ped'onnance of the propoeed algorithm, 
thil experiment ia a 1024 X 1024 pixels auhaet of the 
Tihet-lnlelferogram of ERSl/2 lllltellitea of Apirl 15 -
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16th in 2005, comparing with the IS and WIS algo-
rithms (weighted based on MIN-phase-gradient, Min-
Gmd algorithms) • 
From the interferopam and coherence image, which 
are shown in f~pre 3 ( a) and figure 3 ( c) , bright spot 
repna have good coherence, while black ones have 
bad coherence. The relationship of au.rfaoe topography 
and unwmpped phue is H(,;,y ) = 4~q,(,;,y), which 
could be UJed to reflect the alope of len'8in as ahown in 
3D imagea of figure 4. 
From 3D unwrapped images shown in figure 4, the 
B!DOOth effect of IS ia n:ry obvioua but at the lll8llle time 
causee the biggest 1088 of phase information; The Min· 
Gmd weipted algorithm could describe the Wiwmpped 
topop.pbic details better, but it doea DDt consider the 
geometry diatortion, which could not reflect the real 
topography ; Figure 4 ( c) ia the MFC weighted algo· 
rithm, we can 11ee that the choice of weight has a better 
effect in low quality regions that not only cauaed by mise 
but also by topographic change. It takea into account 
the te:rra.in geometric diatortion unwmppi.og with high 
accuracy , relative to the phase gradient weipt, which 
has a hir;her precision than the Min-Gmd weighted 
algorithm. 
Next we ju~ the perfonnance of the algorithm 
in quantitative aspects. The shorter runtime m.eiiDII the 
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(a) Colw:rence image (b) Interferogram (c) Interferogram and tmain 
Figure 3 Experiment ima@es for the lnSAR Data over Tibet, China 
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Figure 4 3D PU images 
Table 2 Casted time, error of mean squares 8Dd s vai.DI!III 
PU method Processing time( aeoond) 
Error of mean 
& values 
squares 
I.S 105.969 17.9504 0.72554101 
Min-Grad 151.234 12.2Sf11 0.47824115 
MFC 394.636 8.9941 0.38600257 
higher efficiency of algorithm; the smaller mean 
squares and ,/z], the higher quality of unwrapped 
phase. AB shown in table 2, LS used the shortest runt-
ime , but the other two items were not the best. The 
MFC algorithm uses more runtime than the Min-Grad, 
because it has to distinguish the different quality re-
gions , calculates amplitude values and chooses the fre-
quency measure of confidence, but it gets smallest mean 
squares and e. From table 2, we know this thesis algo-
rithm has better adaptability and stability , and could 
get the robust unwrapped image. Though increases the 
limited actual operations , it performs better in anti-
phase geometry distortion conditions and gets the high-
er quality unwrapped results. 
S Conclusions 
Through the real lnSAR data experiment, we can get 
the conclusions: the WLS algorithms perform better in 
anti-noise aspects than the LS algorithms, but the for-
mer cannot solve the phase distortion and reflect the 
true phase infonnation, they are easy to lose the phase 
details. The MFC algorithm performs better than the 
WLS algorithms in unwrapping accuracy and adaptabil-
ity to the terrain, it improves performances on unwrap-
ping and overcomes the defect of sub-estimate to the 
slope by the LS algorithms well, the MFC algorithm 
has a better rationale, stability and performance. 
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